
Workshop on Privacy  

(April 22, 2016) 

 

Cyber Security Research Centre, PEC University of Technology in collaboration with Data 

Security Council of India (DSCI) and The Times Of India (TOI) organized a one day workshop 

on ‘Privacy and Information Security’ on April 22, 2016. Total 339 participants comprising of 

students and faculty from PEC and other institutions attended the workshop. The motive of the 

workshop was to raise awareness about the importance of privacy, its implications with the 

technology advancement such as social media, big data, Internet of things, and mobile computing 

along with its legal and regulatory regimes.   

 

 

 

 



Inaugural Address by Chief Guest, Dr. N.S. Kalsi 

Workshop was inaugurated by Dr. N.S. Kalsi, Additional Chief Secretary, Government of 

Punjab. He highlighted the need of privacy in today’s digital world. He presented the statistics of 

social networking sites to infer the extensive usage of social media and discussed the type of 

information being collected by these sites. There is nothing that companies like Google doesn’t 

know about us  like emails, face scan, phone numbers, email address, IP address, what one 

watches, thinks, writes, doing, place of work, money transactions, choices, shopping history etc.  

Huge companies are following us and they take away large amount of personal data from us. To 

cater to the needs of Privacy preservation many countries have privacy laws but in India privacy 

bills are not passed yet. He further focused the attention of the audience on the terrifying 

‘Privacy policy’ of social networking sites like Facebook, Google etc. as they take away all the 

rights of one’s personal data and whatever data they are gathering lasts for ages. He further 

discussed about the overlap between privacy, security and anonymity. He suggested a way to get 

out of these privacy issues is not to use any of these apps. Lastly he talked about a project 

‘PRISM’ being used in US for data collection and ended his talk by saying that there is a tradeoff 

between privacy and National Security.   

 



Session I & II 

Topic:  “Necessity of Understanding Privacy” 

Speaker:  Mr. Rahul Sharma, Senior Consultant, DSCI 

Mr. Rahul Sharma, Senior Consultant, DSCI highlighted the necessity of understanding Privacy 

in today’s arena. He started by saying that everyone is privacy conscious and some people are 

more privacy aware and some are convenience seekers. He also talked about the terms and 

conditions one has to agree while downloading any application. Privacy is an important factor 

that everyone should take seriously. He discussed the concept of privacy, how it evolved over the 

years and its types – information privacy, physical privacy, territorial privacy, and 

communication privacy. Privacy began to evolve as communication grew. He further continued 

his talk by sharing the philosophy of some big companies like Google that one should not be 

worried until and unless his shared data is not causing any harm. He also quoted about different 

countries where people are more conscious about their privacy and their privacy laws. In digital 

age use of sensors, BOYD, cloud, social media have enabled the ability to generate and capture 

the data that derives business models for analyzing this data. Big companies like Facebook, 

Google etc. are making billions with the valuable information of its users without even asking for 

a penny from the user. One should understand that economic value of such information being 

shared and there is a need to have a stronger privacy regime. He discussed about privacy drivers, 

technologies advancement, and mass surveillance. With the evolution of digitization, privacy and 

security came into picture and now a days lots of applications like Watsapp are turning to end to 

end encryption. He ended his talk by saying that there is no comprehensive privacy law in place 

but there is Information Technology Act 2008 that has certain sections about privacy. He talked 

about different countries and their privacy laws.  

Summary: Everyone has the right to protect his own information. There is no single definition 

of privacy. Everyone has its own notion of privacy. That’s why there are no international 

standards like security has. Difference between security and privacy was discussed along with 

the principles of privacy. One should be aware while sharing their personal information online.  

 

 

 



Topic:  “Does India Need a Data Protection Legislation?” 

Speaker:  Dr. Sukant Gupta, Advocate, Addl. Public Prosecutor, UT, Chandigarh 

Dr. Sukant Gupta started his talk with Apple and FBI controversy. He discussed various cases 

regarding the usage and decryption of users’ personal data for solving the cases. He focused on 

the issue whether an individual’s privacy overrides National security, law and order. He talked 

about cyber security and its definition. And he added that definition of privacy was added to IT 

act in 2008. He further deliberated about data protection Act of UK of 1984, its principles, and 

European data protection regulations. There are almost 80% countries have comprehensive data 

protection laws. With the increase dependence on communication devices like computers and 

mobile phones, more and more data footprints are lying with service providers. He concluded his 

speech by saying that a person’s privacy is not greater that National security.   

Summary: Privacy laws and regulations of other countries had been discussed. How personal 

information is used by decrypting it in case of any legal proceedings. He emphasized that 

National security is more important than an individual’s privacy.  

 
 



Panel discussion on the topic –“Right to Privacy in India-Is it a Fundamental Right?” 
constituted of following panelists:  

Moderator: Mr. Rahul Sharma, Senior Consultant, DSCI   

• Mr. Sastry Tumuluri – Cyber Security Expert, CEO, Digital Self Defense InfoSec 
• Sh. B. Chandrashekhar IPS, IGP, SCRB  
• Mr. Manpreet Singh, Legal Head, ICICI bank 

 

Mr. Sastry Tumuluri discussed how the user’s personal information is being used for solving 

cases. He proposed that curriculum needs to be changed and courses on security should be 

included as a fundamental course. And students should be taught about secure development. He 

added that it is the responsibility of IT companies for the development and deployment of such 

softwares that do not disclose personal information of users. 

Sh. B. Chandrashekhar discussed about the role of law and enforcement agencies and how does 

they solve the cases. He made the audience aware about the various sections like section 19 IA 

regarding freedom of expression, section 21 on life and liberty and section 81 J regarding 

protecting privacy of individuals.  

Mr. Manpreet discussed about legal issues regarding privacy. He discussed how the changes in 

law are evolving with the Privacy act and its certain sections. How privacy perception of 

consumer has changed over time. 

Mr. Rahul added that with the advent of Android and Windows 10, it is possible for the user to 

customize the sharing of data with other applications. 

Summary: Discussion was concluded with the thought that India should have a comprehensive 

privacy law. In most of the countries it is a fundamental right and laws are there to protect it. 

And how privacy law can help users in the case of privacy compromise. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Topic:  “Advanced Data Breaches: Case Studies” 

Speaker:  Dr. Sanjeev Sofat, Professor, CSRC and Deputy Director, PEC 

Dr. Sanjeev Sofat deliberated about breach in privacy. He emphasized that privacy is not 

absolute. He discussed how the concept of privacy differs in European countries and reasons 

behind such data breaches. He further added that one should be vigilant about the technical 

aspects related to privacy like where exactly the collected users’ data is stored and how it will be 

used before agreeing to their terms and conditions. How data gets compromised through cyber 

crimes or cyber wars as data is being monitored by various companies and this can be used to 

compromise the privacy. He continued his talked about certain data breach examples where 

billions of people lost their personal data like their social security numbers and phone numbers. 

He concluded his lecture by suggesting the utility of data insurance in case of data breach.  

Summary: Various examples of data breach have been discussed where users personal data of 

billions of users got compromised. How and why data breaches take place and what one should 

do to deal with data breaches. He accented that privacy is not absolute.  

 



Session III 
 

Topic:  “Are you Smarter than Smartphones – Privacy in Pervasive Sensing 

Environment” 

Speaker: Dr. Divya Bansal 

Dr. Divya Bansal, Head, Cyber Security Research Centre, PEC University of Technology, 

Chandigarh deliberated about the various smartphones or smart devices available now a days and 

how they are getting smarter than us and enriching our usability experience. Now smartphones 

are coming in market with various sensors embedded in a single chip MEM Sensors and also 

they are capable of sensing the three dimensional space. Smartphone have various sensors like 

GPS, communication interfaces including Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, GSM/CDMA, NFC, front and back 

camera as sensing device, accelerometer, magnetometer, barometer, proximity, light and touch 

sensor. Also deliberated about the data, these sensors are collecting and monitoring the patterns 

of activity about the particular user. Also talked about the encryption policy of the whatsapp 

application and how earlier can anyone get access to the exchange messages between users on 

whatsapp through Wireshark. While sharing the information to apple, the company has 

agreement with the user to sell personal details to the third party for the various advertisements. 

Many applications gives option to save user’s most frequently visited location and based upon 

that data provided location based advertisements. Also deliberated about the identification of the 

user’s location by using Wi-Fi sensor of the smartphone while using the GPS sensor which 

drains battery very rapidly. Wi-Fi sensor is capable to identify the user’s indoor location through 

connected hotspot and signal strength. By activating the share location service of the smart 

device the various application can access the user’s current and most frequently visited location 

for various purposes. She also talked about the vulnerabilities in the applications on the android 

platform which in background can access personal information of the user and perform malicious 

activities. While installing application, user provides the permissions to access various other 

services on the smartphones. There is lot of risk that these smartphone can put by using single 

tap for providing permissions to the various services whether they are required or not. 

Summary: Session gives insight overview of the growing smartness of the smart devices 

through various sensors embedded in these devices with the various security and privacy issue 

concerned. And also aware about the effective use of these devices by providing required 

permissions to the various applications during installation. 



 

 

Panel Discussion:  “Untangling Privacy in Big Data Analytics, Smart Sensing, Security & 
Ethics” 

Moderator:Mr. Neeraj Thaman, Principal Technology Architect, Infosys, Chandigarh 

• Dr. Divya Bansal, Anchor, DSCI Chandigarh Chapter 

• Mr. Rahul Sharma, Senior Consultant, DSCI 

• Ms. Geeta Gulati, Advocate, High Court (P&H)  
 

Mr. Neeraj Thaman, started the discussion with brief outline about the Big Data and the 

importance of the data with their privacy issues. Globally large number of data has been 

generated in just a minute from various sources and he also deliberated the case study of the 

various retailers in India, those have all the information about the particular user including all 

their personal information. Various shopping website have the information about the shopping 

pattern of the user and record these for further analysis and how that data can be used for 

predictive analysis. User’s concern has been recorded before data has been shared to the third 



part because the intention is good and for the building of recommender system. By all the 

intention is good of using personal data but there must be an option to the user for accessing 

personal information and which information is allowed to be crawled or not. There must be some 

measure to access the personal information by the vendor like Google and they must have the 

privacy framework to follow so as the privacy for one doesn’t hampered. Various societies in 

India to vouch for the civil privacy aspects and guidelines for implementation of the various 

privacy aspects. How does law present in India to protect us? Added to the discussion, Ms. Geeta 

Gulati told about the case study of Paytm vs. Snapdeal for accessing the consumers data without 

the knowledge of Paytm. She said user should read the policy agreement as per the India’s 

Information Technology Act for sharing the personal data to various organizations. Apart from 

that if someone uses your personal information, then user go for the civil action for accessing 

someone’s personal information without their concern. As Privacy is the fundamental right of 

everyone, so user can be aware while sharing their personal information without any agreement. 

Concluding remarks have been given by Mr. Neeraj Thaman, that as with the growing Big Data, 

challenges also growing to manage the data and for their privacy issues. The policy has been 

formulated and implemented before sharing the data and user must also be more aware.         

Summary: The discussion gives an oversight view of the Challenges with the growing data with 

their intended privacy issues and implemented law for the protection of privacy of the person. 



 

 

 

Topic:  “Privacy & National Security: The Road ahead” 

Speaker: Col. Pavitharan Rajan 

Col. Pavitharan Rajan discussed about National security aspect to privacy. How privacy is 

related to national security. He discussed the changes in the definition of information warfare. He 

further talked about mass surveillance and trust. He discussed whether Cyber security is a field 

of security or information technology? He discussed the implications of putting national data on 

network computers and need of privacy law in matters of national security. 

The workshop was concluded by discussing global updates on Privacy by Mr. Rahul.  


